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Abstract
Weighted Round Robin (WRR) is a cell-scheduling method in ,1:,ynchronous Transfer

Mode switches. In this paper, we reviewed the existing WRR schemes in [3J. which

shorlls that burstiness in input traffic is a major factor in pelformance degradation. A

careflll analysis of the various schemes proposed in [3} shows that burstiness in input

traffic still induces large delays. Hence. we proposed a new scheme tagged Weighted

Round-Robin/Absolute increment to remove completely the delays while maintaining

bandwidth guarantees for all queues.

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is widely
acknowledged as a key teclmology with which to build
the emerging global information infrastmcture. Among

many components that make up the high-speed ArM
network, the ATM switching systems (or switches)

are core components and thus the overall network

performance is heavily dependent on the perfonnance

of the swi1chmg systems in the networks. The ATM

Forum [2] defines a number of different Quality of
Service (QoS) classes to deal with the diverse
requiremenls ,ofdifferent kinds of traffic, and ATM
switches require cell-scheduling methodologies that
can provide a suitable QoS to each service class while
yet retaihing network resource usage.

Weighted Round Robin (WRR) [3], an extension of
round-robin, is based on the static or fixed assignment
of cells, and multiplexes cells 11-omeach viItual circuit
(VC) or class with different priority levels. This scheme

is commonly used as a cell scheduler in ATM switches

because of its computational simplicity and low

implementntion cost. It however has some drawbacks.
In this paper, we reviewed various versions ofWRR
and proposed a new scheme tagged Weighted Round

Robin with Absolute Increment (WRR/Al). This
scheme removes large cell delays as a result of

burstiness of input traffic which shows an improvement

over the existing schemes.

2.1 Weighted Romul Robill (WIlR)
WRR is an extension of the Round Robin method. In
WRR, each class-queue has a counter that specifics
the mm1ber of cells that can be sent from it. rn1e cOWlter
value is initially equalized to the weighted value assigned

to that class. Cells 11'0111various classes are sent in a
cycle from the head of these class-queues whose
counter values are greater than zero, with one cell


